Detection of translocations involving the HOX11/TCL3-locus in 10q24 by interphase fluorescence in situ hybridization.
The t(10;14)(q24;q11) and its variant t(7;10)(q35;q24), which are recurrent in acute T-cell leukemia, lead to activation of the HOX11/TCL3-gene in chromosomal region 10q24 by juxtaposing this gene to one of the T-cell receptor loci. In the present study, we established a diagnostic assay for detecting these translocations by interphase fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH). BAC clones flanking the HOX11/TCL3-locus were obtained from a fingerprinted BAC-contig of chromosomal region 10q24. BAC clones located proximal and distal of the HOX11/TCL3-locus were differently labeled and applied to interphase-FISH in seven normal controls and eight T-cell neoplasms with t(10;14)(q24;q11) or t(7;10)(q35;q24). In over 1600 nuclei of controls, a considerable split defined as separation of each one signal for the proximal and distal probe by more than three times the signal diameter was observed in only one cell. In contrast, all T-cell neoplasms with t(10;14) or t(7;10) contained at least 47% of nuclei with a signal split indicating a breakpoint in the HOX11/TCL3-locus. Thus, the established double-color FISH approach provides a new reliable and routinely applicable tool for diagnosing breakpoints in the HOX11/TCL3-locus.